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1. INTRODUCTION 
This work deals with the control of a three- l ink planar manipulator .  I t  is assumed here that  the 
mot ion of all parts  of the manipu lator  is confined to a vert ical (X, Z)-plane. It  is further assumed 
that  the mot ion of the manipu lator  is driven by three motors. The first motor  is located at the 
base of the first link, the second motor  is located at the joint r l  between the first and second 
links, and the th ird motor  is located at the joint r2 between the second and th i rd  l inks (see 
F igure 1). Let rEF denote the location of the manipulator 's  end-effector. Given a (solid) plane 
B = {(x, y, z) : z - (ax + c) = 0} in the (X, Y, Z)-space, let rA and rB denote two given points, 
rA ¢ rB, each of them located in a narrow str ip that  is s i tuated in the (X, Z) plane below B, 
and such that  rEF(0)  = rA. Also, let t f  > 0 be a given number. In this work, we consider the 
mot ion of the manipu lator  in which its end-effector is confined to move in the above-ment ioned 
str ip and where all the parts  of the manipu lator  are confined to move str ict ly below B. Thus, 
the following control problem is considered here: find control laws for the torques appl ied on the 
1These torques are generated by the motors. However, the inclusion of the motors' dynamics in the dynamical 
model of the system and the computation of the corresponding control aws for the inputs to the motors will be 
dealt with elsewhere. Here, only the contribution of the motors' masses to the dynamical model of the system is 
considered. 
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end-¢ffector ~ '  
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Figure 1. The three=link planar manipulator and the set B. 
(i) rEF(t f )  will be in the above-mentioned strip and in a small neighbourhood of rs .  
(ii) During the time interval [0,tf], the system's motion will be subjected to the following 
constraints: 
--~1 <~ ZEF(t)  -- (aXEf ( t )  -]- e) ~ --c2, for al l  t e [0, t f],  (1) 
zk( t )  -- (axk( t )  + c) < --e2, k = 1, 2, for all t E [0, tf],  (2) 
where rEF  = XEF I  + ZEFK,  rk = XkI  "~ zkK ,  k = 1,2, and ei, i = 1,2, are given positive 
numbers, e2 < el. 
If equations (1) and (2) are satisfied, then all the parts of the manipulator will move strictly 
below B. 
2. DYNAMICAL  MODEL 
In this work, we consider the control of the motion of a three-link planar manipulator. Let 
I, J ,  and K be unit vectors along an inertial (X, ]I, Z)-coordinate system. Denote by ik, 
ik = COS ~kI + sin 0kK, 
a unit vector along the k th link, k = 1, 2, 3 (see Figure 1), and let 
(3) 
jk = -- sin OkI + cos 0kK (4) 
be a unit vector perpendicular to ik, k -- 1, 2, 3, respectively. Note that 
dik d~k . 
d--~ = dt Jk, k = 1,2, 3. (5) 
The motion of the manipulator is driven by three motors. The first motor is located at the origin 
(see Figure 1), the second motor is located at the point r l ,  r l  -- 11il, and the third motor is 
located at r2, r2 -~/l i l  +/2i2. Here, Ik denotes the length of link k, k = 1, 2, 3. Also, rvk, the 
location of the center of mass of link k, k -- 1,2, 3, is given by re1 =/v i i i ,  rv2 =/ i l l  + levi2,  and 
rc3 =/ l i l  + 12i2 +/c3 i3 ,  0 ( ICk < lk, k = 1, 2, 3. In addition, the location of the end-effector is 
given by rEF  = / l i l  +/2i2 +/3i3. 
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Denote by mk the mass of link k and by turk the mass of motor k, k = 1, 2, 3, respectively. 
Thus, using these notations, the Lagrangian function for the motion of the manipulator is given 
by 
1A /delX/2 1A ~d02"~ 2 1A (d03~ 2 A deld-d-ff-tcos(02-O, ) 
£=-~ nk  dt ] + ~ 22\ dt ] +-~ 33\dr ]  + 12-~ 
d01 d03 dO3 (6) 
+ A13-~ --~- cos(03 - 81) + A23 7,~ 2_  -~- c0s(03 - 82) 
- [Volg sin 81 + Vo2g sin 82 + Vo3g sin 83], 
where 
All = mll~l + I1 + (m2 + mR2 + m3 + mR3)l 2, 
A22 = rn2l~2 + I2 + (mz + mRa)l~, Azz = malta + lz, 
A12 = m2111c2 + (m3 + mR3)lll2, A13 = m3111c3, 
A23 = m3121c3, V01 = relic1 + (m2 + mR2 + m3 + mR3)/1, 
V02 = m21c2 + (m3 + mR3)12, V03 = m31c3. 
In the expressions above, Ik denotes the moment of inertia of link k about a vector in the direction 
of J located at re \ ,  k = 1,2, 3, respectively. Denote 
q = (01,82,  03) T, 
dO1 dO2 d03 ~ T 
P= \ -~ '  dr' dt ] 
Using the expression for rEF and (5), the velocity VEF of the end-effector is given by 
3 (dO k ~2 dO 1 dO 2 
v~ = ~ l~ k~- ]  + 2z lz~-  -~ cos(02 - 01) 
k=l  
+ 2 1 3- d°1  d°3 cos(03 - 81) + 212z3 cos(03 - 82) 
(7) 
In this work, the motion of the system is subjected to the following constraints: 
-01 < ZEF(t) -- (axEF(t) + C) < --02, for all t C [0, ty], (8) 
and 
zk(t) - (axk(t) + c) <_ --02, k = 1,2, for all t E [0, ty], (9) 
or, equivalently, using the expressions for rl, I"2, and tEE, equations (8) and (9) can be written 
as  
3 3 
-01 _< E l ,  sin0,(t) - aE l ,  cos0,(t) - c _< -02, t E [0, ty], 
i=1 i=1 
k k 
El is inOi(t)  - aE l icosOi( t  ) - c <_ -02, t e [0, ty], 
i=1 i=1 
(10) 
k- -  1,2. (11) 
Assume that equations (10),(11) are replaced by 
k k 
fk (q(t)) = ~ t~ sin e,(t) - a ~ Z~ cos e~(t) - c + ~2 < 0, 
i= l  i= l  
t • [o, t~], (12) 
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k = 1, 2, 3. Then, the equation of motion of the system is determined by 
rj(t) = -~ Oqj E Ai(t) Oqj' 
i----1 
j = 1, 2, 3, 
Ai(t)¢,(t) = O, ¢i(t) _> O, 
which have to be solved together with 
/i(q(t)) + ¢i2(t) = O, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 
(13) 
(14) 
In (13), Tj is the torque applied by motor j on link j ,  j = 1, 2, 3, respectively. See the Appendix 
for more details and for the derivation of equations (13)-(15). 
REMARK 1. Assume that for the time interval [0,$f], fi(q(t)) < 0, i = 1, 2, 3; then (15) implies 
¢i(t) > 0, i = 1,2,3, t E [0,tf]. Consequently, (14) implies As(t) = 0, i = 1,2,3, t E [0, tf]. Thus, 
in this case, equations (13)-(15) reduce to 
d (O~pj) -Of~ Oqj fj(q(t))<O, j=1,2,3,  tE[O, ty]. 
It can be shown (see Remark 4 in the Appendix) that equations (16) 
d 
(0pLj) 0~ =Tj(t), j - -1 ,2 ,3 ,  tE[0 ,  ty], (16) 
-~ Oqj 
which are the classical Lagrange quations [1], are also valid in the domain 79 
{ 5 5 2) = q E ~3 : _e I ~_ £2 < I i sin 0i - a li cos 0i - c + e2 < 0, and 
i=l i=1 
k k ~ (17) 
E l i s inO i -aE! i cosOi -c+e2 <O, k=1,2} .  
i=1 i=1 ) 
Henceforward, the solution of the control problem dealt with here will be confined to 
q(t)-trajectories which are in the set :D for all t E [0,ty]. Thus, using the Lagrangian func- 
tion (6) and the Lagrange quations, (16), the following equations are obtained: 
d2q 
M(q)-~-~- + h(q, p) = ~-, q E D, (18) 
where, using the notations ~- = (rl, T2, r3) T, M 0 = mij, i,j = 1, 2, 3, and h = (hi, h2, h3) T, 
. . , 
mn= An,  m12 = A12 cos(02 - 81), 7/113 = A13 COS(83 -- 81),  (19) 
m21 = m12, m22 = A22, m23 -- A23 cos(83 - 82), (20) 
m31 -- m13, m32 = m23, m33 = A33, (21) 
(d82~ 2sin(82-81)- A13 {dO3~2sin(83-O1) + Yolgcos81, (22) hi = -A12 ~, dt ] \ dt ] 
h2 = A12 sin(82 - 81) - A23 \-~--]  sin(83 - 02) -{- Vo2gcos82, (23) 
(d81~ 2sin(83 - 81) -~- A23 ~d82~ 2sin(03 - 82) q- Vo3gcos83. (24) h3=A13 \ dt } \ dt } 
It can be shown, for a proper set of parameters, that detM(q)  > 0, for all 8k, k = 1,2,3. 
Equations (18)-(24) constitute the dynamical model for the system dealt with here. 
i = 1,2,3. (15) 
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3. INVERSE DYNAMICS CONTROL 
Denote rEF = XEFI  + ZEFK and let rB be given by rs  = XDI + zDK.  In this section, a 
procedure is described for the derivation of control aws, for the torques Tk, k = 1,2, 3, such that 
the motion of the manipulator will satisfy the following specifications: 
[XD -- XEF(tf)I  < £EF, ]ZD -- ZEF(tf)I < £EF, (25) 
and during [0, tf], 
3 3 
-e ,  + e2 < E l i  sin O,(t) - a E l, cos 0i(t) - c + e2 < 0, 
i=1 i=1 
k k 
E l i  sinOi(t) - a E licosOi(t) - c  + e2 < 0, 
i=1 i=1 
(26) 
k = 1, 2, (27) 
where £EF is a given positive number. Thus, the proposed procedure is as follows. First, by 
introducing the following control aw: 
~- = M(q)v  + h(q, p), q • D, (28) 
where v = (Vl,V2,V3) T, then, for cases for which det M(q) ¢ 0, for all q, equations (18) and (28) 
imply 
d201 d202 d203 
dt 2 -V l ,  dt 2 -v2 ,  dt 2 -v3 ,  qCT) .  (29) 
The control aw given by (28) is called the inverse dynamics control (see, for example, [2]). 
Second, equations (29) are solved by choosing the auxiliary control functions vl, v2, and v3 
such that the specifications given by (25)-(27) will be satisfied. This control problem will be 
called here the auxiliary control problem. 
Hence, once vk, k = 1, 2, 3, are computed, by solving the auxiliary control problem, then the 
required torques ~-k, k = 1, 2, 3, are computed by using (28). The auxiliary control functions will 
be computed here by using the method of feasible command functions; see, for example, [3]. 
4. THE AUXIL IARY CONTROL PROBLEM 
As mentioned above, this work deals with the motion of the system only during the time 
interval [0, tl], where tf  > 0 is a given number. Let to = 0 < tx < t2 < ""  < tN-1 =- t f  be a 
partition of [0, t f] such that ti+l - ti = Ac, i = 0 , . . . ,  N - 2. In this work, the following class 
of auxiliary control functions v = (Vl, v2,v3) r is dealt with. Consider the class of all functions 
V = (Vl ,  V2, V3) T : [0, tl] ~ }}~3 such that 
vl(t)  = Ai(t)ci  + Bdt)c i+l ,  
v2(t) = Ai(t)cN+i + B~(t)cN+i+l, 
te [ t i , t i+ l ] ,  i=0 , . . . ,N -2 ,  (30) 
te [ t i , t i+ l ] ,  i=0 , . . . ,N -2 ,  (31) 
and 
v3(t) = Ai(t)c2N+i + Bi(t)c2N+i+l, t E [ti, ti+l], i = 0 , . . . ,  N - 2, (32) 
where 
Adt )  _ ti+l - t Bi(t)  - t - ti Ac ' Ac , i=0 , . . . ,N -2 .  (33) 
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Figure 2. ZEF(t) as function of ZEF(t) ,  t • [0, tf]. 
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Figure 3. DEF(t )  = ZEF(t) -- (aXEF(t) -{- C), t • [0, ty]. Here, maxte[o,t/] DEF( t  ) = 
-2.64 x 10 -4. 
Define the following functions: 
Go(z ,e )  = [max(z  + e ,0 ) ]  2, 
G(z, e) ---- [min(z -4- e, 0) -4- max(z - e, 0)] 2, 
G12(z, e l ,  e2) = [min(z - e l ,  0) + max(z  - e2, 0)] 2, 
e>0,  
e>0,  
el  ~ e2, 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
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Figure 4. DR1 (t) = Zl (t) - (ax l  (t) + c), t e .[0, ty]. 
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Figure 5. DR2(t) = z2(t) -- (ax2(t )  + c), t E [0,t/]. Here, maxte[o,tsl  DR2(t) = 
--7.93 x 10 -4 .  
4.5 
J (c)  = c(xD - z~F(ts), e~F) + G(zD - z~F(ts), e~r) 
+ [a12(z~F(t) - (az~r( t )  + e), -q, -e2) l  at 
~o 
t l  2 
+ ~_ao(zk( t )  - (axk(t) +c)  + ~2,o) at. 
k=l  
(37) 
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Figure 6. vEF(t )  = [[VEF(t)[[, t e [0, tf]. 
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Figure 7. v l ( t ) ,  t E [0, t f]. 
The functional J (c)  is a sum of penalty functions, incorporating the state constraints, and the 
required goals. An element co = (cO,... c o S}~3N , 3N-1) E for which J (c  °) -- 0 will be called here 
a feasible command vector, and the control vector v ° induced by c o via (30)-(32) will be called 
here a feasible command strategy. 
Thus, once a feasible command strategy v°(t) is applied to equations (29), then all the speci- 
fications and goals of the auxiliary control problem posed in the last section are satisfied. Con- 
1.5 
, . . . . ,  
0.5 
-0.5 
-1 
-1.5 ~ 
0 0.5 
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Figure 8. v2(t), t E [0, ti]. 
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sequently, using (28), it follows that 
1.5 2 2.5 
Figure 9. v3(t), t E [0,tf]. 
r ° = M(q)v  ° + h(q, p), q G :D. 
3 3.5 4 4.5 
Thus, r°( t )  is the vector of the required torques. The computation of c o was conducted by 
solving an unconstrained minimization problem on ~R ~N. This was done by using a gradient 
method described in [4]. However, any other gradient method or search method may be applied. 
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Figure 10. rl(t), t E [0, tl]. 
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Figure 11. T2(t), t E [0, t/]. 
At each stage, during the minimization process, the functional J (c)  (which is a function of c) 
was computed by solving equations (29) on [0, tl]. Equations (29) (after writ ing equations (29) 
as a set of first-order ODEs) were solved by using a fourth-order Runge-Kut ta  method with a 
t ime step At. 
The question of the existence of solutions to J (c)  = 0 in ~}~3N is out of the scope of this work. 
The mapping from c to J (c )  is too complicated for guaranteeing the existence of c °. 
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4.1. Example  
In the example dealt with here, the following set of parameters has been used: lk = 1 meter and 
ICk = 0.5meter, k = 1,2,3; ml  = 10Kgm, m2 = 8Kgm, m3 = 6Kgm; mR1 = mR2 = 2Kgm, 
mR3 = 1.5Kgm, I k  = (1 /12)mkl  2, k = 1,2,3. It can be shown by calculating the values 
of detM(q)  that, for the above-mentioned values of parameters, detM(q)  > 87.111 for all 
- l r  < 0k _< ~r, k = 1, 2, 3. The rest of the parameters are as follows: t I -- 4.5 sec, At = 4.5/1800, 
N = 10, Ac = 0.5sec. The values for the plane B are given by a = -1  and c = 1.845. In 
order to find feasible values for 0k(0), k = 1, 2,3 (that is, to ensure q(0) E T~), the following 
choice has been made: 01(0) = c30, 02(0) = c31, and 03(0) = c32. In addition, we choose 
~k(0) ---- 0, k = 1,2,3. By making this choice for {0k(0)}3=1, the vector c is given now by 
c = (Co,Ci,...,c29,c30,c31,c32), and the optimization of J (c)  is performed now on ~R 33. In 
addition, we choose rB = --1.01042I + 2.80053K, e2 = 10 -4, ci = 0.06, eEF  ---- 10 -6. 
Computations were carried on until the functional J(c) reached the value of zero. Some of the 
results are shown in Figures 2-12. In addition, the results showed that XEF(0  ) = 1.56836120 and 
ZEF(0 ) = 0.2758999. Thus, using these values, we have r A = XEF(O)I -b ZEF(O)K E ~D. 
APPENDIX  
Let q -- (ql, q2,...  ,qn) T be a vector of generalized coordinates describing the motion of a 
dynamical system, and denote 
dq i  dq2 dqn ~ T 
P= ~ -~ ' d t  " " " ~ ] = (Pi ' P2' " " ' Pn ) T " 
This Appendix deals with the derivation of the equations of motion for mechanical systems whose 
motion is subjected to trajectory inequality constraints given by 
f~(qi ,q2, . . . ,an) <_ 0, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (38) 
m _< n, where fi(q), i = 1, . . .  ,m, are given smooth functions on ~n. 
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Let T(q, p) denote the kinetic energy and let VT(q, t) denote the potential energy of the system. 
It is assumed here that 
VT(q(t), t) = V(q(t)) - qT(t)Bu(t) ,  (39) 
where V(q) is the potential energy due to the conservative forces, u(t) c ~P, p _< n, B E ~nxp, 
rank B = p, and -qT( t )Bu( t )  is the "potential energy" due to the applied control force u(t). 
Denote £0 = T-  VT, f-. = T - V, and define the following functional: 
f 
2 
I = £o(q(t), p(t), t) dt. (40) 
We assume the following. 
(1) The functional I given by (40) has an extremum on the set of the q elements in ~'~ that 
satisfy inequalities (38). By this, it is tacitly assumed that all q(t)-trajectories considered 
below satisfy inequalities (38) for all t E [tl, t2]. 
(2) There is a continuous nonvanishing Jacobian of order m, for instance, 
cO(f1, f2, . . . ,  fm) 
O(ql,q2, iqm) • 0, (41) 
in the domain defined by (38). 
Assumption 2 (equation (41)) means that the constraints given by (38) are independent. 
By using the calculus of variations (see, for example, [5]), the first assumption leads to 
j [ d/O o  _ OLo] t2 ~ -~ \ OPj ] -~qj J 5qj dt = 0, 
1 j=l 
(42) 
where the variations 6qj, j = 1 , . . . ,  n, satisfy 
f~(q~ +Sq~,.. . ,qn +Sqn) <_ O, 
5qj(tl ) -~ 5qj(t2) = O, 
i --- 1 , . . . ,m,  (43) 
j = 1 , . . . ,n .  (44) 
Note that 
6pj = 5 = -~Sqj, j = 1, . . . ,n.  (45) 
Thus, the variations {6q3} are not independent, and one cannot deduce the classical Lagrange 
equations from (42). 
By introducing the Valentine Variables {~bi}iml (see [6]), the inequality constraints (38) are 
transformed into the following equality constraints: 
2 Fi(q(t), ¢i(t)) = f/(q(t)) + ¢i (t) = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, (46) 
where {¢i(t)}im__l are real-valued nonnegative continuous functions of time which will be deter- 
5 m mined later. Now, the variations {6qj}2= 1 and { ¢i}~=1 must satisfy the following relations, 
obtained by varying the constraints Fi = 0, i = 1 . . . .  , m: 
f iO f i  -x-oqj + 2¢i5¢i + Ri = 0, i = 1, . . . ,  m, (47) 
j=l oqj 
where R~ = O([[5q[[2), i -- 1 , . . . ,m.  The terms {R~} will be omitted in the sequel since we 
deal here only with first-order terms with respect o 5qj, 5¢i, j = 1 , . . . ,  n, i = 1 , . . . ,  m (see also 
Remark 5). 
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By multiplying successively each of equations (47) by a Lagrange multiplier and then integrat- 
ing from tl to t2, the following equations are obtained: 
[ A (t) o.f  o 1 j=l ~qjOqj + 2¢i5¢i dt = O, i = 1 , . . . ,m.  (48) 
Denote 
Ci(f~, Ai, ¢i) = A~(t) 5qj + 2¢i5¢i dt = O, i = 1 , . . . ,m.  (49) 
Hence, by subtracting the expression ~-]im=l Ci(fi, A~,¢i) from (42), the following equation is 
obtained: 
j~=lEj(q(t),p(t),t)Sqj dt - 2 )~i(t)¢,(t)5¢,(t)dt = O, (50) 
Denote 
where 
E / (q ,p , t )  = ~ - - -  - 0£ E Ai(t) - (Bu(t))j, j = 1 , . . . ,  n. (51) 
Oqj i=1 
By using the assumption given by (41), it follows that the following set of linear equations (with 
respect o {Ai(t)}~:m=l): 
ra Of~ 
- EA,(t)~---.-. +bj  = 0, j = 1 , . . . ,m,  (53) 
.. A m has a solution (A l ( t ) ,  . ,  Am(t)). Substituting these { i}i=l into (50) yields 
t2 E E j (q( t ) ,p( t ) , t )Sq jdt -  2 Ai(t)Oi(t)5¢,(t)dt = 0, (54) 
j=m+l  i=1 
where the variations 5qj, j = m + 1,m + 2 , . . . ,n ,  6¢i, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  are independent (see 
Remark 6). Hence, equations (53) and (54) yield the following set of equations: 
d DE 0£ EA i ( t )  , j= l , . . . ,n ,  (55) 
(Bu(t))j = ~-~ Oqj i=t qJ 
Ai(t)¢i(t) = 0, ¢i(t) > 0, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (56) 
which have to be solved together with 
f~(q(t)) + •2(t) = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,m.  (57) 
Hence, equations (55)-(57) constitute n + 2m equations for the solution of qj(t), j = 1,. . .  ,n; 
A~(t), i = 1 , . . . ,  m, and ¢i(t), i = 1 , . . . ,m.  These equations are necessary conditions for the 
functional I, (40), to have an extremum on the set 
7-/---- {q e ~R n : f~(q) _< 0, i = 1, . . . ,m}.  (5s) 
REMARK 1. The conditions given above were derived for a case of virtual unilateral constraints, 
i.e., without incorporating any physical rule or restitution mapping at the contact. 
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REMARK 2. Assume that for some time interval [t3,t4] C [tl,t2], f i(q(t)) < 0, i = 1, . . .  ,m. 
Then, (57) implies ¢i(t) > 0, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  t e [t3, t4]. Consequently, (56) implies Ai(t) = 0, 
i = 1, . . .  ,m, t E [t3,t4]. Thus, in this case, equations (55)-(57) reduce to 
d (O~pj) 0£ - (Bu( t ) ) j ,  j= l , . . . ,n ,  tE[t3,t4], (59) 
oqj 
together with 
fi(q(t)) <0,  i= l , . . . ,m,  tE[t3,t4].  (60) 
REMARK 3. Assume that for some time interval [t3,t4] C [tl,t2], f~(q(t)) = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,m.  
Then, (57) implies ¢i(t) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,  m, t E [t3, t4]. Consequently, (56) implies )-~i~l A~(t) is 
not necessarily zero. Hence, in this case, equations (55)-(57) reduce to (55) and 
fi(q(t)) = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  t E [t3,t4], (61) 
which is the classical case for motion subjected to holonomic onstraints. 
REMARK 4. The set / ) ,  (17), is an open set in ~3. Let q(t) E 7? for all t E It1, t2] and let q*(t), 
t E [tl,t2], be such that 
(a) q(tv) = q*(tv), v = 1,2, and 
(b) for all c~ sufficiently small, that is, a E (-e,  e), 
q(t) + a[q*(t) - q(t)] E T), for all t E It1, t2]. 
Then, 5qj = a(q~ - qj), j = 1 . . . .  , n; and the functional I, (40), becomes a function I (a)  of a. 
Thus, the necessary condition for an extremum, on the domain T) defined by (17), becomes 
dl(cO ~5 ~=0 = 0, from which equations (16) are obtained. 
REMARK 5. By introducing the "~ formulation" described above, but replacing D with the 
set given by (38), it follows that the variations become 5qj = (~(q~ - qj), j = 1 , . . . ,n ,  and 
5~i (~b i - ~b~), i = 1 , . . . ,  m, where ¢i is a trajectory in the neighbourhood f ~bi, i = 1, ., m, 
respectively. Note that the {¢i}i~1 have to satisfy (46), respectively. Hence, in this formulation, 
5qibqj, 5pibqj, 5pibpj, and (5~bi) 2 are all of the form of a2 multiplied by some bounded term. 
REMARK 6. Using the assumption given by (41), equations (46) can be solved on the domain 
defined by (38) to obtain (by using the implicit function theorem; see, for example, [7, p. 32]) 
qj = C j (qm+l ,qm+2, . . .  ,an,e l , . . .  ,~bm), j = 1, . . .  ,m. (62) 
The functions qj, j ---- m + 1, m + 2 , . . . ,  n are arbitrary continuous functions with fixed boundary 
conditions (that is, q(t l)  and q(t2) have given fixed values), and ¢i, i = 1 , . . . ,  m, are arbitrarily 
nonnegative continuous functions. Denote 
q0 = (qm+l, qm+2,..., qn, ~D1, • • • , Cm). 
Hence, by choosing values for q°(t), t E [tl, t2] (again, subject to q(tl)  and q(t2) having given 
fixed values), one can determine the values of qj, j = 1, . . . ,  m. Furthermore, the ability to choose 
q n m any values for { j}j=m+l and {¢~}i=1 implies that their variations are also arbitrary. Therefore, 
these variations are independent. 
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